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One-to-one correspondence between the Painleve´ I–VI equations and certain
second-order second-degree equations of Painleve´ type is investigated. The trans-
formation between the Painleve´ equations and second-order second-degree equa-
tions is the one involving the Fuchsian-type equation. ©1999 American Institute
of Physics.@S0022-2488~99!01507-8#
I. INTRODUCTION
Painlevé,1 Gambier,2 and Fuchs3 addressed a question raised by E. Picard concerning
second-order first-degree ordinary differential equations of the form
v95F~z,v,v8!, ~1.1!
whereF is rational inv8, algebraic inv, and locally analytic inz, and have the property that a
movable singularities of all solutions are poles. Movable means that the position of the sing
ties varies as a function of initial values. A differential equation is said to have the Pai´
property if all solutions are single valued around all movable singularities. Within the Mo¨bius
transformation, Painleve´ and his school found 50 such equations. Among all these equations
them are irreducible and define classical Painleve´ transcendents, PI, PII,...,PVI,4 and the remaining
44 equations are either solvable in terms of known functions or can be transformed into one
6 equations. These equations maybe regarded as the nonlinear counterparts of some
special equations. For example, PII has solution which has similar properties as Airy’s funct5
Although the Painleve´ quations were discovered from strictly mathematical considerations,
have appeared in many physical problems, and possess a rich internal structure. The prope
the solvability of the Painleve´ quations have been extensively studied in the literature.6–11
The Riccati equation is the only example for the first-order first-degree equation which h
Painlevéproperty. Before the work of Painleve´ and his school, Fuchs3,4 considered the equation o
the form
F~z,v,v8!50, ~1.2!
whereF is polynomial inv andv8 and locally analytic inz, such that the movable branch poin
are absent, that is, the generalization of the Riccati equation. Briot and Bouquet4 considered the
subcase of~1.2!, that is, the first-order binomial equations of degreemPZ1 :
~v8!m1F~z,v !50, ~1.3!
whereF(z,v) is a polynomial of degree at most 2m in v. It was found out that there are six type
of equations of the form~1.3!. But, all these equations are either reducible to a linear equatio
solvable by means of elliptic functions.4 Second-order binomial-type equations of degreem>3,
a!Electronic mail: mugan@fen.bilkent.edu.tr35690022-2488/99/40(7)/3569/19/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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whereF is polynomial inv andv8 and locally analytic inz, were considered by Cosgrove,12 who
found out that there are nine classes. Only two of these classes can have an arbitrary degrem, and
the others can have the degrees of three, four, and six. As in the case of first-order binomi
equations, all nine classes are solvable in terms of the first, second, and fourth Painleve´ transc n-
dents, elliptic functions, or by quadratures. Chazy,13 Garnier,14 and Bureau15 considered the third-
order differential equations possessing the Painleve´ property of the following form:
v-5F~z,v,v8,v9!, ~1.5!
whereF is assumed to be rational inv,v8,v9 and locally analytic inz. But, in Ref. 15 the specia
form of F(z,v,v8,v9),
F~z,v,v8,v9!5 f 1~z,v !v91 f 2~z,v !~v8!
21 f 3~z,v !v81 f 4~z,v !, ~1.6!
where f k(z,v), k51,...,4, are polynomials inv of degreek with analytic coefficients inz, was
considered. In this class, no new Painleve´ transcendent was discovered since, and all of them
be solved either in terms of known functions or one of the six Painleve´ transcendents.
Second-order second-degree Painleve´ type equations of the following form,
~v9!25E~z,v,v8!v91F~z,v,v8!, ~1.7!
where E and F are assumed to be rational inv,v8 and locally analytic inz, were subject the
articles.16,17 A special case of~1.7!, given as
v95M ~z,v,v8!1AN~z,v,v8!, ~1.8!
was considered in Ref. 16, whereM andN are polynomials inv8 of degree 2 and 4, respectively
rational inv, and locally analytic inz, and no new Painleve´ transcendent was found. In Ref. 1
the special form of~1.7!, E50 and thusF polynomial inv andv8, was considered and six distinc
classes of equations denoted by SD-1,...,SD-VI, were obtained by using thea-method. Also, these
classes can be solved in terms of classical Painleve´ transcendents~PI,...,PVI!, elliptic functions, or
solutions of linear equations.




where P0 ,P1 ,P2 are functions ofv, z, and a set of parametersa. The transformation, that is
Lie-point symmetry, which preserves the Painleve´ property of ~1.9!, of the form u(z;â)





where v(z;a) solves ~1.9! with a set of parametersa and u(z;â) solves ~1.9! with a set of
parametersâ. Lie-point symmetry can be generalized by involvingv8(z;a), that is, the transfor-
mation of the formu(z;â)5F„v8(z;a),v(z;a),z…. The only transformation which containsv8
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that ~1.11! defines a one-to-one invertible map between solutionsv of ~1.9! and solutionsu of
some second-order equations of the Painleve´ type. An algorithmic method was developed
investigate the transformation properties of the Painleve´ equations, and some new second-deg
equations of Painleve´ type related with PIII and PVI were also found. Therefore, second-de
equations are important in determining the transformation properties of the Painleve´ equations.18,6
Moreover, second-degree equations of Painleve´ typ appear in physics.19–21Furthermore, second
degree equations also appear as the first-integral of some of the third-order Painleve´-type equa-
tions.








m2 j , ~1.12!
wherePj ,Qj are polynomials inv, whose coefficients are meromorphic functions ofz and satisfy
the Fuchs theorem4,22 concerning the absence of the movable critical points. A second-o





whereaj , j 51,2,...,6, are meromorphic functions ofz, was considered by P. Appell.
23 In Ref. 22,
it was shown that Appell’s condition for solvability of~1.13! is a necessary and sufficient cond
tion for ~1.13! to have its solutions free of movable branch points. Also, in Ref. 22, some a
gous conditions were applied to irreducible first-order algebraic equations of the second d
and necessary and sufficient conditions for the solutions of such equations to be free of m




~n21!1¯1an21~z,v !v81an~z,v !50, ~1.14!
where the functionsai(z,v), i 51,...,n, are assumed to be polynomials inv, whose coefficients are
analytic functions ofz. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the solutions of~1.14! to be
free from movable branch points are given by the Fuchs theorem@Ref. 4~Chap. XIII! and Ref. 22
~theorem 1.1!#. The Fuchs theorem shows that, apart from the other conditions, the irredu

















2, A354a1a822a3a4 , ~1.17!
A454a1a92a4
2,
It is known that whenF(v)Þ0, there are unique monic polynomialsF1(v),F2(v) such that
F~v ![A~z!F1~v !@F2~v !#
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~theorem 6.2! that the solutions of the equation~1.15! are free of movable branch points if an
only if the following conditions hold:








~ i i ! A050 and A1Þ0 imply a250, ~1.19!
~ i i i ! A05A15A250 and A3Þ0 imply a250.
The conditions of the Fuchs theorem are satisfied if and only if the conditions~1.19! are satisfied.
In this article, we investigate one-to-one correspondence between PI–PVI and some s
order second-degree Painleve´-type equations such that the transformation involving Eq.~1.15! is













whereaj ,bk ,cj ,dk , j 50,1,2,k50,1,2,3,4, are functions ofz and a set of parametersa. By using
the transformations of the form~1.20!, second-order second-degree Painleve´-type equations which
are labeled as SD-I.a, SD-I.b, SD-I.c, SD-I.d, and SD-I.e in Ref. 17, can be obtained from
PIII and PV, PIV, PII, PI, respectively. In the following sections, we first present the procedu
obtain these known equations, and for each Painleve´ equation we provide an example of a secon
order second-degree Painleve´-type equation that has not been considered in the literature.
The procedure used to obtain second-degree Painleve´-type equations and one-to-one corr
spondence with PI–PVI is as follows: Given Eq.~1.9!, determineaj ,bk ,cj ,dk , j 50,1,2,3,k
50,1,2,3,4, by requiring that~1.20! defines a one-to-one map between the solutionv of ~1.9! and
solution u of some second-degree equation of the Painleve´ typ . Let Ajªcju2aj , Bkªdku






It should be noted that if Eq.~1.21! is reducible, that is, if there exits a nontrivial factorizatio
then it can be reduced to a Riccati equation. If it is not reducible, then its solutions are fr
movable branch points provided that the conditions given in~1.19! are satisfied. Differentiating
























There are two cases to be distinguished:
~I! F50: Equation~1.22! becomes
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given in ~1.19! are satisfied, then one obtains the Painleve´-type equation of degreen.1 related
with PI–PVI equations. To obtain the second-degree Painleve´-typ equations, one should redu
the equation~1.24! to a linear equation inv. If ~1.24! is reduced to an equation which is quadra
in v, then one obtains the second-order fourth-degree Painleve´-type equations related with PI–
PVI, which are not considered in this article. Hence, one can findaj ,bk ,cj ,dk such that~1.24!
reduces to a linear equation inv,
A~u8,u,z!v1B~u8,u,z!50, ~1.25!
then, substitutev52B/A into Eq.~1.21! to determine the second-order second-degree equatio
the Painleve´ type for u.
~II ! FÞ0: If F divides C, then ~1.21! can be reduced to a Riccati equation and hence
solutions are free of movable branch points. Then, one can substitutev852C/F in Eq. ~1.21!







Finding aj , bk , cj , anddk such that~1.26! reduces to a quadratic equation inv,
A~u8,u,z!v21B~u8,u,z!v1C~u8,u,z!50. ~1.27!
Solving the equation~1.27! for v and substituting into equation~1.22! yields a second-orde
second-degree Painleve´-type equation foru.
It turns out that PI admits transformations discussed in cases I and II, and PII–PVI admi
transformations of case II.
Second-order second-degree Painleve´-type equations were studied mainly by Bureau a
Cosgrove.16,17 But, as mentioned before, in both articles the special form of the second-d
Painlevé-type equations was considered, and no new Painleve´ transcendent was found. In Refs. 2
and 25 the transformation~1.11! was used to obtain one-to-one correspondence between PI
and certain second-degree Painleve´-type equations. Some of these second-degree equations
been obtained previously, but most of them had not been considered in the literature before.
article, we investigate the transformation of type~1.20! to obtain the one-to-one corresponden
between PI–VI and the second-order second-degree Painleve´-type equations. By using the trans
formation of type~1.11! and the procedure described above, it is possible to obtain all of
second-degree equations given in Ref. 17 except the ones which can be solvable in te
elliptic functions or solutions of linear equations. In addition to known equations which are re
with Painlevéequations through the transformation~1.20!, it is possible to obtain some new
second-degree equations of the Painleve´ type. Since the calculations are extremely tedious,
new second-degree Painleve´-type equation for each Painleve´ equation, PI–PVI, is given. Through
out this article8 denotes the derivative with respect toz and• denotes the derivative with respe
to x.
II. PAINLEVÉ I
Let v(z) be a solution of PI equation,
v956v21z. ~2.1!








where 2013 to 139.179.14.46. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jmp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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c552A2B4 , c45B481A1B412A2B316A2 , ~2.3!
c35B381A1B312A2B216A1 , c25B281A1B212A2B116A01zA2 ,
c15B181A1B112A2B01zA1 , c05B081A1B01zA0 .











21a0a2 , b152a081a0a122z. One can always absorbb0 andd0 in u
by a proper Mo¨bius transformation. Hence, without loss of generality, one can setb050 andd0
52. The only possibility to reduce the equationC50 to a linear equation inv is to setc5
5c45c35c250. Therefore, one obtainsa25a15a05b45b250, b3524, and b1522z.
Then the equation~1.20! becomes
2u5~v8!224v322zv, ~2.4!
and the linear equation forv reads
v1u850. ~2.5!
Equation~2.4! with the condition~2.5! satisfies corollary 6.3 in Ref. 22, and hence its solutions
free of movable branch points. By following the procedure discussed in the Introduction, on
get the following second-order second-degree equation foru(z):
~u9!2524~u8!322~zu82u!. ~2.6!
Equation~2.6! was first obtained by Cosgrove17 and labeled as SD-I.e.
Case II: FÞ0: As an example, letf i50, i 51,2,3, f0Þ0, andc l50, l 52,3,4,5. These




To reduce the equation~2.7! to a quadratic equation forv, one has to taked1Þ0 and, hence,







Here, we only consider the cased0850; then d05m and b0524m
3, where m is a constant.







respectively, and the quadratic equation forv takes the form of
4~u22z!2v22@~u8!214m~u22z!2#v2m~u8!21~u14m2!~u22z!250. ~2.11! 2013 to 139.179.14.46. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jmp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
s
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to-one correspondence between solutionsv(z) of PI and solutionsy(x) of the following second-
order second-degree Painleve´-type equation
$4y~y21!~ ÿ2 ẏ!2~ ẏ2y11!@~7y24!ẏ15y~y21!#112me2xy3~y21!2%2
5~y12!2$@~ ẏ2y11!2112me2xy2~y21!2#2132e5xy4~y21!3%. ~2.12!
III. PAINLEVÉ II
Let v(z) be a solution of PII equation
v952v31zv1a. ~3.1!















c552A2~B411!, c45B481A1B412A2B312A1 , ~3.3!
c35B381A1B312A2B212A01zA2 , c25B281A1B212A2B11zA11aA2 ,
c15B181A1B112A2B01zA01aA1 , c05B081A1B01aA0 .
Here, we only consider the casef i50, i 51,2,3,f0Þ0, andc l50, l 53,4,5.c550 implies that
eitherA250 or B4521.
Case i: If A250, then one obtainsA15A050, B451, B350, B25z and f05B122a, c2




To reduce the equation~3.4! to a quadratic equation inv, one possibility is to set the coefficient
of v4 and v3 to zero. Then, one obtainsB152a1e, wheree561, and by using the prope
Möbius transformation, one may takeB052u1
1
4z







v85eS v212u81 z2D , ~3.6!
respectively. The quadratic equation inv is
4u8v22~2a1e!v14~u8!212~zu82u!50. ~3.7!
The equations~3.5! and ~3.7! give one-to-one correspondence between solutionsv(z) of PII and
solutionsu(z) of the equation 2013 to 139.179.14.46. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jmp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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2. ~3.8!
The equation~3.8! was first obtained by Cosgrove17 and labeled as SD-I.d.
Case ii: If B4521, then one obtainsA252e, A150, A05ez, B350, B252z and f0
5B122a1eÞ0, c254eB112ea21, c15B1814eB01ez
2, c05B081eaz, where e561.








To reduce the equation~3.9! to a quadratic equation inv one may set the coefficients ofv4 andv3










~2a2e! F ~2a2e!v21uv1 e4 u81 12 ~2a2e!zG , ~3.11!
respectively, and the quadratic equation inv is
~4uv1eu8!254~2a2e!2u. ~3.12!
The equations~3.10! and~3.12! give one-to-one correspondence between solutionsv(z) of PII and
solutionsu(z) of the following second-order second-degree Painleve´-typ equation:
@4uu923~u8!218zu214~2a2e!2u#2564u5. ~3.13!
IV. PAINLEVÉ III














































































As an example, letA050, A152/z, B1522b/z, andB052d. Then one getsf05f15f250
and c05c15c250. Moreover, if f45c650, then eitherA250, B45g or A252Ag, B4
52g, whereg can be taken with either sign.








2S gv41B3v31B2v22 2bz v2d D50.
~4.4!
To reduce the equation~4.4! to a quadratic equation inv one may set the coefficients ofv4 andv3
to zero. Then, one obtainsB35(2/z)(a12Ag), and without loss of generality, one may tak
B25u. With these choices the quadratic equation inv takes the following form,
8@gz3u812~a1Ag!~a13Ag!#v218@~a12Ag!~zu81u!14gb#v
1z2~zu812u!2116gdz250, ~4.5!
















respectively. Then, the transformations~4.5! and ~4.6! give one-to-one correspondence betwe














2u(z)11# andx5z2. The equation~4.8! was first obtained by Cosgrove17 and
labeled as SD-I.b~with A150).








2S gv42B3v32B2v21 2bz v1d D50. ~4.9! 2013 to 139.179.14.46. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jmp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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quadratic equation inv. Then, one obtainsB3522Ag/z, and without loss of generality one ca











By using the linear transformationy(x)5z2u(z)11, 2x5z2, and m5a22Ag, the equation
~1.22! can be written as
v85Agv21
1
z SAgm y11D v1 12m ~ ẏ22bAg!, ~4.11!
and the quadratic equation forv is
4y~gy2m2!v214z@Agy~ ẏ22bAg!12bm2#v1z2@~ ẏ22bAg!214dm2#50. ~4.12!
The equations~4.10! and ~4.12! give one-to-one correspondence between solutionsv(z) of PIII

















































































As an example, letA050 andB0522b. Then one getsf05f15c05c150. Moreover, setting
f45f35c65c550, one has the following two distinct cases:~i! A250, A150, B451, B3
54z or ~ii ! A252e, A154ez, B4521, B3524z, wheree561.
Case i: In this case Eq.~1.26! takes the form of 2013 to 139.179.14.46. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jmp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
an
in






To reduce the equation~5.4! to a quadratic equation inv, one may set the coefficients ofv4 and
v3 to zero. Then, one obtainsB254(z
22a1e) and, hence, without loss of generality, one c







respectively. The equations~5.5! and
8@u818~a2e!#v2116~zu82u!v1~u8!2132b50 ~5.7!




The transformationu58(y2mz), wherem5 13(a2e), transforms the equation~5.8! to the fol-
lowing equation,
~y9!2524~y8!314~zy82y!212~6m22b!y824m~2m21b!, ~5.9!
which was first obtained by Cosgrove17 and labeled as SD-I.c.






It is clear that if one setsc41ef250, then the equation~5.10! reduces to a quadratic equation
v. Thus, one should takeB2524z
2 and, without loss of generality,B15u. Then, the equations







wherem5 13(a1e). The equations~5.11! and
9u2v212u~3eu816zu212b272m2!v1~eu812zu24b!21288bm250 ~5.13!
give one-to-one correspondence between solutionsv(z) of PIV and solutionsu(z) of the follow-
ing second-order second-degree Painleve´-type equation:
@3uu922~u8!222e~zu22b112m2!u822~4z223e!u228~6m22b!zu116~6m22b!2#2
5227@u2216m~2m21b!#2@eu812zu12b212m2#. ~5.14! 2013 to 139.179.14.46. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jmp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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A2S B41 2az2 D , c65B4S 32 A21 12 A12 2zD2 12 A2B31 az2 ~3A22A1!2B48 ,
~6.3!
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B352S 2B213B114B02 2gz 14d D , B45B212B113B02 2gz 12d,
and letf05f15c05c150. Then, Eq.~7.2! can be written as
f5v81c7v
21~c613c7!v2c250, ~6.5!























Herec050 implies that eitherA050 or B052b/z
2.
Case i: A050: Equations~6.4! and f05f15c150 imply that A1522/z, A252/z, and
B0522b/z
2. If B45(m
221)/z2, wherem512A2a andA2a can take either sign, and withou
loss of generalityB15(1/z


















The equations~6.9! and~6.7! define one-to-one correspondence between solutionsv(z) of PV and
solutionsu(z) of the following second-order second-degree Painleve´-typ equation: 2013 to 139.179.14.46. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jmp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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2A0A1 , where (m21)
2522b. With out
loss of generality, letB25(1/z
2)@u26(m21)226(m21)2112gz22dz2#. Then Eq.~6.4! im-
plies thatB45(1/z
2)(u2m2), B35(22/z







The equation~1.21! can be written as follows,
@zv82~v21!~mv2m21!#25uv422~u1gz!v31~u22dz212gz!v2, ~6.14!










Then Eqs.~6.12! and ~6.14! give one-to-one correspondence between solutionsv(z) of PV and
u(z) of the equation~6.16!.
VII. PAINLEVÉ VI
Let v(z) be a solution of PVI
v95
1
2 S 1v 1 1v21 1 1v2zD ~v8!22S 1z 1 1z21 1 1v2zD v8
1
v~v21!~v2z!
z2~z21!2 S a1 bzv2 1 g~z21!~v21!2 1 dz~z21!~v2z!2 D . ~7.1!














21c1v1c050, ~7.2! 2013 to 139.179.14.46. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jmp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions


































































f152F2~z11!B01~z11!A021 4b~z11!~z21!2 1zA081 z~z21! A0G ,





c75B4F ~z11!A21 12 A12 ~2z21!z~z21! G2 12 A2B31 az2~z21!2 @2~z11!A22A1#2B48 , ~7.3!












c55B3F32 ~A02zA2!1 2z~z21! 1 2~2z21!z~z21! G1B2F ~z11!A21 12 A12 2~2z21!z~z21! G2 12 A2B1
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c35B1F32 ~A02zA2!1 2z~z21! 1 2~2z21!z~z21! G1B0F ~z11!A21 12 A12 2~2z21!z~z21! G1 12 zA0B3
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The equationc050 implies that eitherA050 or B052b/(z21)
2.
Case i: A050: Then, the equationf050 implies thatB0522b/(z21)
2 and then the equa
tions f15c150 are satisfied identically. LetB45(m
221)/z2(z21)2, wherem512A2a and
A2a can take either sign, and without loss of generality, letB252@1/z2(z21)2#@4(z11)u







wherek5a2b1g2d2A2a11, l5a1d2A2a, and n5b1g2a2d1A2a. The equation
~1.21! can be written as
@z~z21!v82v~v21!#25m2v41@4u22l~z21!1n2m2#v32@4~z11!u13nz2k#v2
1z@4u12~g1b!~z21!1n14b#v22bz2, ~7.8!






Equations~7.7! and ~7.8! give one-to-one correspondence between solutionsv(z) of PVI and























1l(z21)#, wherel52g12d21. With these choices the equation~7.6! yields the following
quadratic equation forv: 2013 to 139.179.14.46. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jmp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Then, the equations~7.12! and~7.14! gives one-to-one correspondence between solutionsv(z) of
PVI andu(z) of the equation~7.16!.
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